DIVING DUCK SAUCE

Sink packets of sauce without touching them.

THE SETUP
Command packets of sauce to dive in a bottle of water. Amazingly, they not only obey you but return to the surface when you tell them to.

You will need:
• A clear plastic 1 liter soda pop bottle
• Duck sauce, soy sauce, ketchup or other sauces in individual packets
• Water
• Bowl of water

Collect the candidates for your diving team the next time you’re in a takeout or fast food restaurant. Unopened packets of soy sauce, duck sauce, ketchup, mayonnaise and mustard all have potential. Select your divers by putting the packets of sauce in a bowl of water. Choose the ones that are barely floating.

Prepare the diving chamber by removing the label from the one liter bottle. Fill the bottle with water almost to the top. Force one or two packets of sauce into the bottle. Add water until the bottle is filled completely. Screw on the top and you’re ready. Follow the illustration.